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Inflectional Ending -ing
• The inflectional ending -ing indicates the verb tense.
• The inflectional ending -ing is used in progressive forms of verbs,
or those that express continuing action.
Progressive forms of verbs can express continuing action in the present,
past, or future.
A verb with the inflectional ending -ing is used with a form of the helping
verb be, such as am, are, is, was, were, will be, and shall be.

Write the correct form of the verb in ( ) on the line.
1. Still the rain is (fall)
in last night.

2. The riverbanks were (cave)

the top of the long levees.

3. Soon the river was (near) _
4. The snow is (melt)

fast.

5. The rain will be (return)

s.

6. Small streams are (swell)

_, and the rivers will start to rise.
quickly from the runoff.

Crt

s

7. The big river was (react) _

slowly.

Rewrite each sentence using a verb with the inflectional ending -ing.
E

8. The farmers are used to the flow rivers.

O)

}. I hope it stops rain soon.

10. The rain, on top of the snow melt, is going to cause flood.
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Selection Vocabulary
Focus

average adj. usual; typical;
ordinary

tributaries n. plural form of tributary:
a river or stream that flows into a
larger river
basin n. an area that drains into a
body of water
minor adj. small in importance or size
channel n. a passage for a waterway

nuisance n. something annoying or
unpleasant
precipitation n. the falling of water in
the form of rain, sleet, hail, or snow
navigation n. the act of sailing or
directing a ship or other vessel
delta n. an area of land at the mouth
of a river; a delta is formed by
deposits of mud, sand, and pebbles;
it is often shaped like a triangle

frontier n. the far edge of a country,
where people are just beginning to
settle

Write the word from the word box that best completes each
sentence below.
1. The settlers found wilderness when they reached the
2. The farmers grew crops in the fertile

.
near the mouth of the river.

3. The river was at the bottom of a huge saucer-shaped
4. All of the rain and other
5. The

6. The farmers dug a
7. The
causing floods.

8. For the boat operators,
q. The rabbit made a
10. One night a
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.

ran down into the river.

also carried water down and emptied it into the river.
to carry water from the river to their farms.
yearly rainfall was enough to water their crops without
in the river was tricky.
of itself by eating the crops.
earthquake struck.
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Prefix pre-, Suffix -/ess, and Compound Words
The prefix pre- means "before."
The suffix -less means "without."
Compound words are made up of two or more words and can be
open, closed, or hyphenated.

arrowhead
skateboard

2

prearrange
featureless

newspaper
smokeless

premature
homemade

Visualization Strategy
Complete the spelling word.

Practice

X

prehistoric
preparation

1. pre

+

historic

=

2. pre

+

paration

=

3. pre

+

arrange

=

4. pre

+

mature

=

5. feature

+

less

=

6. smoke

+

less

=

7. arrow

+

head

=

8. skate

+

board

=

1. home

+

made

=

10. news

+

paper

=

When you finish, share your responses with a partner or small group.
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Sentence Tense—Perfect and Progressive
Rule
Present Perfect = a past action at
an undetermined time
• Past Perfect = an action beginning
in the past and ending before
another past

Example
• Kileau has become the most active
volcano on Earth.
• The volcano had erupted many
times before 1983.

• Future Perfect = an action that
begins and ends before another
future event begins

Soon, Kileau will have been active
continuously for twenty years.

• Present Progressive = an action
that continues in the present

The volcano is experiencing yet
another eruption.

• Past Progressive = an action that
continues in the past

They were trying to determine the
next eruption.

• Future Progressive = an action that
begins and continues in the future

Volcanoes will be erupting
somewhere on Earth in the future.

Choose the correct verb for each sentence.

1. I (have lived/will have lived) in Hawaii all my life.
2. If you (have studied/ had studied) Hawaii, you know that the islands are covered
with volcanoes.

ffi.

CO

3

3. I (had just left/have just left) the island when the molten lava spewing from Kileau
destroyed Kalapana Gardens in
4. In just a few hours the lava had slowed and (was beginning/is beginning) to cool.
5. The volcano probably (was erupting/will be erupting) again before long.
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